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Cover/left photo: Column Covers • Interiors by Steven G., Inc.
• GM 417S • Custom fabrication by others

GageMetal® offers an innovative collection of 18 designs
suitable for walls, elevators, and column covers, as well as other
architectural fabrication and consumer products. Standard
sizes 48" x 96"/120" with thicknesses from .025" aluminum
(.050" optional) to 20, 18, or 16 gauge stainless steel.
GageMetal® designs provide the best utilization of the base metal
substrate through the selective application of brushing, nondirectional satin, mechanical finishes, transparent color, opaque
color, metallic color and other proprietary finishing processes.
An asterisk (*) indicates handrafted/artisan produced designs.
Each sheet will be unique to the hand-made process. These
designs are available in aluminum or stainless steel.
All GageMetal® designs are available in sheet form for direct
application to the properly prepared job site substrate (system A).
They can also be panelized for demountable use with Z-bar
clips (system Z) or the Gage extrusion system (system E).
Refer to www.gagecorp.net for complete system descriptions,
additional standard designs, and project photos.
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Retail Facade • Sylvester Tafuro Design • GM 401S • System E

www.gagecorp.net • 800-786-4243

GM 400 • Reeds

GM 401* • Ice Flower

GM 403* • Non-directional

GM 404* • Feathers

GM 409 • Pin Stripe

GM 411 • Engine Stripe

www.gagecorp.net • 800-786-4243
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GM 413 • Woven Metal

GM 415 • Band Saw

GM 417 • Magnum

GM 422S • Armor

GM 423S • Pallinato

GM 429 • Organic Waves

www.gagecorp.net • 800-786-4243

GM 430 • Layers (Silver)

GM 431 • Marco (Copper/Copper)

GM 432 • Manhattan (Charcoal)

GM 433 • Tuxedo (Silver)

GM 444* • Field Grass

GM 445* • Trekking

www.gagecorp.net • 800-786-4243
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Clarify Corporate Lobby • Trimbach Interior Design, Inc. • Custom design
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Fitness Center • GM 415A • System E

www.gagecorp.net • 800-786-4243

High School Commons Area • Architectural Resources, Inc. • GM431A Copper/Copper

www.gagecorp.net • 800-786-4243
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Custom GageMetal®
Specifiers have worked with Gage Metal Ceilings
since 1988 creating hundreds of project specific
custom designs. Gage offers this same service
with Custom GageMetal® for vertical architectural
applications. Custom design with GageMetal is an
easy 3 step process:
1.	Provide Gage with an idea or sketches of
your design, indicating colors and finishes,
if possible.
2.	Gage will create concept drawings of your
design with a projected budget quotation.
3.	Assuming budget and quantity projections are
supportive, Gage will then develop a prototype
for client review and preproduction approval.
Custom designs shown are proprietary to the original designer or end user
and consequently not for reproduction without permission. They are shown
here to demonstrate design concept and manufacturing capability.

The Joule Hotel Dallas, Texas • Tihany Design • Custom Design
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www.gagecorp.net • 800-786-4243

Office Building Miami, Florida • ASD • Custom Design

www.gagecorp.net • 800-786-4243
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Fingerprint Resistant Coating (FRC) for GageMetal®

GM 417S Elevator Doors without FRC Coating
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GM 417S Elevator Doors with FRC Coating

www.gagecorp.net • 800-786-4243

Gage Architectural Products now offers an
optional coating for GageMetal® Vertical
Surfacing: FRC – “Fingerprint Resistant Coating.”
The purpose of this coating is to protect the
metal surface (specifically stainless steel) from
fingerprint and touch marks, making it easier to
clean (see previous page). Both specifiers and
building owners are aware of the additional
maintenance associated with stainless steel. In
addition to reducing fingerprint smudges, it has
the benefit of adding depth to the mechanical or
print finish.

Gage initially test marketed FRC in the Middle East
and within six months of introduction the material
was specified by Omrania & Associates for a large
(960 sheet) elevator door project: CMA Tower in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

The CMA Tower is the focal project of the King Abdullah Financial
District and when completed will soar 385 meters above ground
level. Designed by renowned American architects, HOK, and leading
consulting firm Omrania & Associates, the building combines
architectural ingenuity with the very best in environmental credentials
to achieve a Gold LEED standard.

Please note that no laser cutting or engraving can be performed on the FRC finish as the heat of the laser will
burn the coating, leaving a rough and irregular edge. All cutting of FRC treated panels must be performed
with proper shearing equipment designed for stainless steel; or using the water jet method. Additionally, the
FRC coated material can be formed (90° angle) with a standard break press without “crazing” (cracking).

Fingerprint Resistant Coating Test Results
Taber Abrasion:

ASTM D4060-10 – No wear through to substrate CS17 Wheel, 500g, 500 cycles

Weathering:	SAE J-1885 – Interior – Xenon Weatherometer 1024kJ exposure
SAE J-1960 – Exterior – Xenon Weatherometer 3500kJ exposure
Heat Aging:

ASTM D3045 – 500 hour storage 90C, no yellowing, blistering, cracking

Temperature Cycle:	10 cycles: 80° 2hr dwell, -30°C, 2hr dwell, 30 min transfer time: no cracking, crazing, blistering
Humidity:

ASTM D1735 – 500 hours 38°C 90% Relative Humidity

Chemical Resistance:	ASTM D1308-02 – Orange Juice, Coca Cola®, Coffee, Engine oil, Antifreeze, Armor All®, Gasoline,
Windex®, Artificial Perspiration, Isopropyl alcohol, Toluene, Sunscreen, Insect repellent, 5% detergent
solution

www.gagecorp.net • 800-786-4243
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Specifying GageMetal® is a simple process. Follow the guidelines
listed below. Complete specifications, technical, and installation
information can be found at www.gagecorp.net.
Item:

Gage Vertical Surfacing (GVS) – GageMetal®

Design: Enter GM design #, i.e. GM 400, etc.
Size:

48" x 96"/120" (122 cm x 244/305 cm)

System:	Specify system A (adhesive) for flat sheet, system Z (Z-bar)
for mdf backed z-bar installation, or system E (extrusion)
for extruded reveal between mdf backed panels.
Note: Contact the factory (800-786-4243) with any questions
regarding specifications. Gage will assist and/or write project
specifications upon request.

General Comments
1.

Shop drawings, if required, are available from Gage.
Hourly rates may apply.
2.	Custom designs are encouraged subject to quantity
minimums, plus applicable set up and development costs.
Allow 2-4 weeks for custom sample development.
3.	Standard lead times are 6-8 weeks. Contact the factory for
expedited production schedules.
4.	Pre-production samples for specifier approval are suggested
on Custom GageMetal® designs.
5.	Contact Gage for product samples and technical assistance.
Samples subject to available inventory.
6. Quotations are provided within 48 hours of request.

Gage Environmental Statement
Leading the way in environmental management, The Gage
Corporation International, through its manufacturing entity,
Northern Engraving Corporation, was one of the first 10 facilities
to earn ISO 14001 Environmental Registration in Wisconsin,
Minnesota and Iowa.
One of only six companies to receive the Governor's Award for
Excellence in Hazardous Waste Reduction in 2000, Gage and its
manufacturing affiliate continually strive to reduce the impact its
business has on the environment. Whether it’s using more than
50% recycled materials in their aluminum products, or pursuing
“Superior Environmental Performance” through the signing of a
cooperative agreement with the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources, Gage is committed to a greener planet.

The Gage Corporation, Int.
800-786-4243
608-269-7447
608-269-7622 fax
info@gagecorp.net
www.gagecorp.net
0114

